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Central Line Assessment Web Form User Guide 

The Central Line Assessment Web Form is a data entry tool that allows assessors to digitally document as-

sessment data. The web form is connected to a Tableau dashboard that displays central line assessment 

process metric performance for use in continuous improvement at the facility level.  

 
1. Accessing the Web Form: 

Central 

The Web Form is located on the 

village, under the “Applications” 

drop down menu.  

Click on “Other Applications” to 

navigate to the full applications 

page (shown in orange box) 

Once on the applications page, 

type “Central” in the search bar 

to filter the applications list 

Once filtered, select the “Central 

Line Assessment Web Form”  

application (shown in orange 

box) 
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2. Log into the Web Form: 

The front page of the web form will 

ask for login credentials, the creden-

tials are the same as your Piedmont 

login. 

In order to access the web form, em-

ployee IDs are required to be entered 

into the authentication database.  

If you do not have access, email you 

name, employee ID, and  

facility to : 

      mariana.gattegno@piedmont.org 

  

3. Main View: 

1 2 3 4 

1. Search/New Buttons: use these buttons to either search current data in the web form or document a new line 

assessment 

2. Interactive sorting: listed below, the column headers are clickable to sort data based on the column criteria. 

Clicking on the column header will toggle ascending/descending sorting of the current data in the web form 

                                 Facility               Department                Room                     Date                     Employee ID     

                                Dressing                  Curos                     Biopatch             Tube Labels         Escalation/Notes 

3. Assessment Process Metric Data: Indicates in a Y/N format which process metrics were compliant/non-

compliant 

4. Delete/Edit Buttons: the red “X” will delete records from the view within the web form. The edit button allows   

for changes to be made to tan already existing record 

5. Page selector: allows for navigating through multiple pages of assessment data 

5 
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4. Creating New Data Entry: 

To create a new data entry, click the “New” 

button (see previous page), and a data entry 

form will pop up (see image left)  

Several data points within the form are auto-

mated: 

 Date: defaults to the current day 

 Facility: defaults to the facility listed un-

der the assessors profile 

 Process metric data: all process metrics 

are auto-checked to indicate compliance,  

reducing clicks to an exception-only basis 

(non-compliance = exception) 

   Date Selection:  

As above the default date is the  

current day, but the date can be 

changed to allow for data entry 

from previous days 

Clicking into the “Assessment Date” 

box will automatically bring up a 

calendar format date selector 
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   Department Selection  

Both Department and Room have selection pro-

grammed in to the data entry form, based on 

the selected facility. Begin typing the unit you 

would like to select and a dropdown of options 

will display allowing you to select your desired 

location.  

There are some exceptions to the above,  

notably for departments that are normally  

referred to by a specific name  (i.e. PAH 6E: 

Transplant Unit, PAH 3E: Cardiac Care Unit, PHH 

Ortho: 2 North). 

If the unit does not display initially, consider if 

that unit has a special name designation as it 

may be programmed under that name. 
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   Room Selection  

Begin typing the room number 

and the list of room numbers will 

appear as soon as a number is 

typed into the box. You may  

select a  room from the drop 

down or continue entering     

digits.  

For PAH ICU units, the pro-

grammed rooms follow the for-

matting on the central line list, 

i.e. the number designation of 

the unit will determine the 

starting digits to enter into the 

room box.  

Examples:  

                  3E/CCU is 300-_ _ 

            1W is 100-_ _ 

      6E/Transplant is 600-_ _ 

In some cases, the specific room may not appear in the list. While this is reviewed regularly, 

hospital specific changes may result in room numbers that have not been programmed into 

the web form yet. In this case it is perfectly fine to continue filing the data entry  

as long as the number format fits the above  
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   Process Metric Data  

Process Metrics for central line  

assessments are pre-checked, this  

is due to observed high compliance 

so non-compliance is an exception 

to the norm. This allows for reduced 

documentation and increased speed 

of data entry. 

If any central line assessments have 

non-compliant process metrics, 

simply un-check that metric to  

indicate non-compliance.  

Issue/Escalation Path is a section 

available for free-text entry of any 

issues observed or any escalations 

that needed to occur related to the 

dressing change process 

This section is also to be used as a 

way to differentiate lines when a 

patient has more than one, in this 

case indicate in the Issue/Escalation 

box what the line type was (i.e. PICC, 

VasCath, etc.) 

Once all information has been entered into the web form, click “Submit” 

to file the new data entry. This data will automatically reflect on the  

Central Line Assessment Dashboard. 


